Feel Good BS as opposed to Scare Us Silly BS!

By Anna Von Reitz
Re: What I Know About the "Reign of Heaven Society" and "The United States of
America" Part 3
Most things that sound too good to be true are too good to be true and to the extent
that we naively believe them we are disappointed and oftentimes endangered by our
own hopes-- because such hopes keep us waiting for someone or something beyond
ourselves to come save us, change things, and make things better.
For many years now there has been talk and rumors of NESARA being enacted
"secretly" and even at gunpoint.
My Mother worked with and for General Schwesinger. I was young, but I remember
the major points. They fought it all the way through the Supreme Court and the
Supreme Court agreed with them--- but nothing happened.
Why?
Because the federal corporation responsible was bankrupt and the Congress
operating other federal corporations would have to apportion money to settle the
debt as a Successor organization, which Congress declined to do. NESARA was
introduced as remedy for the Farm Union cases by a lone Congressman and he was
laughed out of Washington.
Don't believe me? Ask Willie Nelson.
Since then many years have passed and nothing much has changed. The bankruptcy
of "the United States of America, Inc." was concluded in 1999 with all debts settled
and discharged.
Fearing at one point that NESARA might gain political traction, Congress went back
and "tweaked" the original proposed legislation, corrupting and twisting it into
something different entirely and beneficial to themselves and their aims, instead of
providing any actual remedy.
Anyone who cares to can go on the THOMAS system or MANTA and check the status
of any action on NESARA -- either version. Last time I looked -- a few months back-there hasn't been any movement on NESARA since the 1990's.
So what possible excuse can there be for encouraging people to put their hopes in
NESARA, much less GESARA?
None that I can see. Just feel good BS as opposed to scare-us-silly BS?
And the harm in that is that it keeps people twiddling their thumbs and patiently
waiting for Santa Claus and a Christmas morning that never comes.
They should be up and marching in the streets, demanding their rights as the Priority
Creditors of the UNITED STATES , INC. and thundering down on the members of
Congress and demanding that the UNITED STATES, INC. be denied any protection
from the courts.

That is what should be happening, in my rational opinion, but instead you have all
these folks following along waiting for fairytales while the farm is being sold out from
under their feet and Richard-- that leaves me and a handful of others to stand in the
doorway alone facing The Beast.
So there is the very real harm in all this hope and joy twaddle about NESARA and
GESARA.
There will be a "currency reset". The so-called elite have planned it for their own
gross benefit for over a hundred years, so it will happen absent divine intervention.
How it will happen and when it will happen in the public view is anyone's guess--but it is happening now on private trading platforms so it is a no-brainer that it will
eventually go public.
And what does that REALLY mean?
The rats who ripped off our parents and grandparents and us, too, all our lives--- will
get even richer by selling what should be our own inheritance back to us at wildly
inflated prices.
Whoopee, Richard. Is this something for people to wait for like children in great
anticipation, thinking that they are going to get rich on their modest investments?
When the truth is that they will be lucky to realize any actual benefit at all?
Remember that old Bible passage about people throwing their gold and silver in the
streets in despair?
It will be better to have a box of oatmeal on the shelf and a roll of toilet paper to call
your own, but you aren't telling people that. Instead you all keep hyping them up
with happy little get rich quick aspirations: pay almost nothing for Zim and Dinar and
walk away with your pockets loaded down.
Right.
Quite apart from the immoral aspects of what this implies, what do you suppose the
guys like David Rockefeller are doing? And what affect do you think that will have on
the value of everything you are promoting?
Some days I just get up and shake my head.
As we are speaking the Rockefellers are quietly putting their "Councils of County
Governments" in place. These are the county level versions of the "Councils of State
Governments" they put in place back in the 1930's. They think that once they get all
the incorporated counties to join these new arbitrarily defined "Super County"
organizations, they will be able to claim that they have established "exclusive
legislative jurisdiction" over the United States.
That means that we will be considered "conquered" people, and treated like the
Native Americans were treated by these same Dutch vermin.
Are you warning the American people to block any movement toward forming
councils of county governments and to stop participating in any councils of state
governments?
No.
Are you even doing the service of explaining the importance of their political status
to them, so that they can avoid the miseries of being considered "citizens" and losing
everything they have for pennies on the dollar.
No.
So far, Richard, it is business as usual in the District of Columbia. The UNITED
STATES, INC. is being liquidated without a whisper. THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, INC. has been entered into Chapter 11. The world is lined up at our
doorstep placing claims against our property for debts we don't owe, yet the
American people sleep on, unaware of the gross lies and false claims that their
"Allies"--- the British and the French - have told about them, and all the sleazy deals

that members of the US military have made--- supposedly in our behalf while we are
falsely considered to be "rebels" and under military occupation.
Can you finally begin to smell the very large crock of feces under your nose? How
about the reek of millions of innocent dead bodies?
If this were a joke, if it didn't matter, if people were not being critically endangered
by their gullibility and their willingness to believe fairytales, I would shut up and let
them believe whatever they wanted to believe--- but that is not the situation,
Richard.
Our country and our people are being prepared to be sacrificed and robbed by real
life monsters--- and all you seem willing to do is keep them quietly, passively waiting
for the ax to fall and trying to discredit me and everyone else who tells them to wake
up and get moving.
Did you notice that "US Treasurer" Rosa Gumataotao Rios left office in July and
nobody replaced her?
Still trying to explain me away as some evil foreign agent of the Vatican? Maybe you
should explain what the office of "US Treasurer" is and why there isn't one anymore?
General Joseph F. Dunford, Jr. knows the answer, but he isn't doing anything about
it. Instead he is preparing a fake "interim" government to serve as the new front of
the old organization, and you are preparing to support this action with a whole new
roster of explanatory fairytales.
No doubt you will try to tell what is left of the American people that all the stupidity
and carnage and destruction to come was somehow "necessary" and that I was the
one at fault for it all--- and the incurably gullible will believe you.
The question is, Richard, when do you stop believing all this garbage yourself?
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